1 I want to thank Joel Willitts and Loren Rosson for helpful reviews of a draft of this paper. 2 NRSV translation. Lit.: " 19 For being a free one from everyone, I enslaved myself to everyone, so that I might gain [ [γέγονα] everything, so that by all means I might save some. 23 Now I do everything because of the good news, so that I might have become [γένωμαι] a joint-sharer [συγκοινωνὸς] of it." It is also useful to note that the context that v. 23 ties back to is set in v. 18: "What therefore is my payment/reward? That proclaiming the good news without charge I might offer good news for which [I have] not made full use of my authority/power/rights in/with/by way of the good news." 3 How much sense would it make for Paul to proclaim Jesus to demonstrate the righteous ideals of Torah and to be its goal in order to convince Jews or non-Jews to turn to Jesus as Messiah/Christ if at the same time Paul either degraded Torah as ineffective or less than divine or even worthless, as many Richardson perceptively observes that "rarely" is there "a passage that is as pregnant with includes the accusations that it is neither reasonable, nor clear headed, nor healthy, nor independent, nor will it be effective, but corrupt and confused for Paul to claim to be free in 1 cleverly compares Paul's theology with "a Trojan horse which threatens the integrity of those who sought to live according to the law." The relevance of this comment is accentuated by the discussion below of Odysseus as polytropos. 10 Richardson, "Pauline Inconsistency," 347. The impact of this essay on Lloyd Gaston's interpretation of Paul is telling. The only comment I find for Gaston on this passage is Lloyd Gaston, Paul and the Torah We may conclude that [Paul] is a liar. He is the adopted brother of everything false, so that it is useless for him to declaim, "I speak the truth in Christ, I do not lie" [Rom. 9.1]; for a man who one day uses the law as his rule and the next day uses the gospel is either a knave or a fool in what he does in the sight of others and even when hidden away by himself. 14 The Christian apologist does not offer a satisfactory reply to the charges, including the duplicity, but simply seeks to justify this behavior. 15 Chrysostom also did not deny these problems, the criticisms of which he was acutely aware, but rather legitimated Paul's behavior as faithful to Jesus:
12 I have challenged this long-standing interpretation, and argued that Paul's reference to "mutilation" is likely to some "pagan" phenomenon rather than circumcision, in Mark D. Nanos, Paul' In addition to failing to answer the criticisms, the topos does not actually correspond to
Paul's language in 9:19-23, for it is based on becoming a physician to a patient, et al, whereas to correspond to Paul's language it would have to call for conduct like a patient to patients, student to students, and child to children. To the degree that Chrysostom understands Paul to be free of Torah and adopt variability in his behavior as well as his speech, his argument represents a variation on the focus of the traditional argument, but no serious challenge to it.
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I do not see how it successfully explains this passage, or defends Paul of the charges made.
In contemporary scholarship, the need for such apologies based on the prevailing interpretation of this passage continues unabated. Consider this example from Gordon Fee:
when he [Paul] was among Jews he was kosher; when he was among Gentiles he was nonkosher-precisely because, as with circumcision, neither mattered to God (cf. 21 Augustine argued that Paul observed Torah because that was expected of the first generation of Jewish Christians, as long as they did not observe it for salvation (an early witness to the assumption of Jewish motives for Torah-observance as works-righteousness) (Augustine, Letter 40.4, 6, in Joseph W. Trigg, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," in Biblical Interpretation (ed. Michael Glazier; Message of the Fathers of the Church 9; Wilmington, Delaware: 1988), 264-65 (250-95). But he also argued that they did so only in order "to show them [Jews] what he thought he would need to be shown if he were still unconverted" (Augustine, Letter 40.6, in Trigg, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," 266). In other words, Augustine denied that Paul was merely pretending, but his explanation was actually still based on pretense, but legitimate because of justifiable motives, namely, empathy. Augustine nevertheless sought to challenge the idea that Paul behaved like a Jew "out of any intention to mislead. Obviously the person who looks after sick people has to think like a sick person himself. I do not mean that he pretends to be sick, but he has to put himself in the place of the sick person in order to understand fully what he should be doing to help the sick person" (Augustine, Letter 40.4, in idem, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," 264). Augustine was so concerned with the topos of the physician's lie being adopted, as it had been by Chrysostom, and before him Origen (Origen, Hom in Jer. 20.3 [PG 13 .476]), that he wrote a treatise at about this time, On Lying, in which he challenged all lying, especially for the sake of religion, which effectively ended the perpetuation of the medicinal lie tradition in Western ethics (idem, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," 252).
It is interesting to observe that Jerome strongly disagreed with Augustine, revealing his ideologically based disgust of the notion that Paul or any Christian would observe Torah for any reason other than pretense, and maintaining not only that Paul pretended to Jewish behavior to gain Jews (Jerome, Letter 104.17, in idem, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," 289, and see Jerome, Letter 104.13 [285] ), but also that Augustine's explanation actually supported behavioral pretense, regardless of the different motives for which Augustine argued, which Jerome also denied (Jerome, Letter 104.17, in idem, "Augustine/Jerome, Correspondence," 289-90). 9/4/09 inconsistency in such matters ranks among the greatest of evils. Paul's policy quite transcended petty consistency-and 'religion' itself…. How can Paul determine to 'become like a Jew'? The obvious answer is, In matters that have to do with Jewish religious peculiarities that Paul as a Christian had long ago given up as essential to a right relationship with God.
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The apologies offered continue to seek to legitimate the infraction by denial of the problem or appeal to supposed superior values and noble motives rather than attempting to actually eliminate the problem, which would, it seems, be accomplished by the exegetical approach to this passage that I seek to demonstrate, but that comes at the cost of eliminating the brush strokes supplied by this passage in the prevailing composite portrait of a Torah-indifferent Paul.
The virtually lone exception (of which I am aware) that proves the rule is stated by Wilfred Knox, who argues, against the consensus, that Paul did not "deny that the Jewish nation itself was still bound to the observance of the Law; indeed he himself kept it with all the rigour of a Pharisee." For his claim to be a Pharisee to be meaningful: "it is clear that S. Paul 22 Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (New International Commentary on the New Testament; Grand Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1987), 427-28 (emphasis his). Here we witness how this text is used not only to indicate that Paul was no longer a Jew in a religious behavioral sense, but that such identity and concomitant behavior was regarded now by Paul to be irrelevant to God; hence, for everyone. Anyone who might criticize Paul on the basis that it ought to be relevant is simply being "religious," which is negatively valued, and not what Paul-on Fee's model of Pauline religion-is understood to represent. Rather, Paul is engaged in something superior; Fee is too, presumably, since no hermeneutical distance from this interpretation is expressed. Moreover, we learn that being religiously Jewish would also entail by definition participation in peculiarities that are not essential to a right relationship with God, including the concern for petty consistency, presumably, consistent behavior in keeping the covenant obligations of Torah, which had originated from God according to the Jewish tradition (but not Paul?), and been articulated in the Scriptures, from which Paul drew his authority to speak of Jesus as Christ, and to instruct his assemblies.
Many other examples of this kind of reasoning to seek to resolve this matter could be provided. E.g., Donald A. Hagner, "Paul as a Jewish Believer--According to his Letters," in Jewish Believers in Jesus: The Early Centuries (eds. Oskar Skarsaune and Reidar Hvalvik; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 2007), 113 (97-120), explains that "Paul regards himself as no longer under the law" since he "obeys it now and then. Paul thus feels free to identify with the Gentiles and not to remain an observant Jew. Incidentally, how remarkable it is that the Jew Paul can speak of himself as an outsider: 'To the Jews I became as a Jew'!" 22 This implies a "break with Judaism," and "it is clear, furthermore, that observing or not observing the law is an unimportant issue before God. The position taken by Paul is one of complete expedience: he will or will not observe the law only in relation to its usefulness in the proclamation of the gospel." Also Paul W. Gooch, "The Ethics of Accommodation: A Study in Paul," TynBul 29 (1978): 111-12 (93-117). 9/4/09 continued throughout his life to practise Judaism, and that he expected Jewish converts to do so." Yet one passage stands in the way:
the only objection that can be brought against this view is the language of 1 Cor. ix.21, where S.
Paul seems to imply that when dealing with Gentiles he behaved as if not bound by the Law…. On the other hand this interpretation of the passage is impossible. S. Paul could not both behave as a Jew when dealing with Jews and as free from the Law when dealing with Gentiles, since apart from the moral dishonesty of pretending to observe the Law when in Jewish society and neglecting it in Gentile society, it would be impossible for him to conceal from Jews whom he hoped to convert the fact that he disregarded the Law when not in Jewish company.
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It is difficult not to wonder if this interpretive conundrum does not result from an a priori driving the exegesis of this passage. For those who look to Paul's life and teaching for guidance, the deeply troubling nature of the problems it creates require excusing or defending Paul, the hero of many disguises, and thereby, Christianity. But those defenses come up short on explanatory power for anyone else. In response, some Christians will develop 23 Wilfred L. Knox, St. Paul and the Church of Jerusalem (Cambridge, Eng.: The University Press, 1925), 103 (emphasis mine). Knox's solution is that Paul "means that in dealing with those outside the Law, he behaves as if he were free from the Law…, not in the sense of refusing to recognize any divine Law, but as in fact obeying the Jewish Law in Christ, or in a Christian sense, as something which he is more or less bound to observe, but which others [i.e., Gentiles (?)] are not. The rhetorical tone of the passage obscures the facts" (emphasis mine). In other words, Knox derives the opposite implication from the text: Paul was sincere and consistent when behaving Jewishly among Jews, albeit "more or less" and adjusted to "a Christian sense," thus the mimicry of lifestyles was when modifying his Jewish behavior among non-Jews. It is unclear why this is not, inversely, still moral dishonesty, or how his Law behavior among Jews could be concealed from Gentiles. Moreover, Knox undermines his solution, which already equivocated on Paul's level of Torah observance, when he states: "S. Paul is not entirely consistent with his own teaching, since he here denies that he is bound to keep the Law, whereas in vii. 18 he regards obedience to it as a duty…. It is, however, not surprising that his language is inconsistent. He was clear that it was necessary for Jewish Christians to continue to obey the Law; whether this was merely a matter of expediency, or a matter of principle, he would hardly trouble to consider. It must be noticed that on his own principles, if he obeyed the Law at all, he was bound to obey it as a Pharisee…. Anything less was really worthless" (122 n. 54; emphasis mine). However, if Paul would not "trouble to consider" whether obeying was motivated by expediency or principle, and if he sometimes obeyed it "more or less," he can hardly be observing Torah as a Pharisee. Knox has raised an insightful objection, but in addition to compromising his own alternative with an inconsistent and non-Pharisaic portrayal of a more or less observant Paul, he has merely reversed which sensibilities to privilege, and thus failed to offer a satisfactory solution to the charges of inconsistency and moral dishonesty. And he has not explained how the strategy could have succeeded. Ellison, "Paul," also objects, and insists that Paul observed Torah, but does not explain the proposition; and Jervell, Unknown Paul, comments that 1 Cor 9:19-21 makes it "obvious that Paul lived as a pious Jew," although no argument is made, and it is clearly not obvious to the overwhelming majority of interpreters. Others objecting are listed in footnotes below. 9 am not a Christian, I believe it offers many solutions to the ethical problems that must, or at least I would think should vex any Christian beholden to the prevailing interpretation of this serpent-like guile at the very heart of Paulinism, and thus Christianity itself.
First, I will focus on the topic of Paul's behavior as presented in prevailing views, and develop analytical categories to assess this matter. In the case of the consensus reading, Paul is describing his tactics in terms of "conduct" or "lifestyle adaptability." I will offer a different way to read Paul's language, suggesting instead that Paul was describing his "rhetorical adaptability." Then I will discuss examples from Acts 17 and Antisthenes' Odysseus that support my case. This will be followed by explaining some of the problems that arise from the prevailing views, and how my reading avoids, solves, or problematizes them further, at the same time raising a few challenges of its own, certainly for anyone ideologically bound to the traditional "law-free" Paul.
The Prevailing Interpretations
Central to the traditional and still prevailing readings is the proposition that Paul adapts his behavioral conduct to the different audiences he seeks to gain to Christ, as can be clearly seen in the citations already presented. Paul is understood to be describing his lifestyle in terms of Torah or Jewishness as variable depending upon the social context in which he is operating.
But it is specifically Jewish behavior that is primarily regarded to be compromised by Paul, for he is no longer Torah-observant, and therefore implicitly more aligned with non-Jewish behavior in principle, and thus involved in mimicking Jews more so than Gentiles, whom he rather represents, because "gentileness" is the default setting for Pauline Christianity.
Richardson states the prevailing view concisely: 9/4/09 Christianity as simply a sub-branch of Judaism; it is a new thing, a fulfilment, no longer bound by ethnic or geographical identity." Paul was "prepared to observe customs and key commands of the law, presumably meaning by this that he would keep the Sabbaths and the food-laws" in order to win Jews to the gospel, with the caveat that Paul's "justification… didn't depend on these observances" (116) There are some minority interpretive approaches which are of interest for this discussion. But given the limits of this paper, and the fact that in the end these also lead to the same primary conclusions-that Paul no longer practiced Torah as a matter of covenant faithfulness, adopted a Torah-free lifestyle to the degree that he could do so in the Diaspora where he lived mainly among non-Jews, and that he varied his lifestyle to mimic Jewish and other groups of people, perhaps to a lesser degree, or in a supposedly less benign fashion, or with a different focus, or with more empathy or more admirable motives than are emphasized in the prevailing portrayals-they will not be presented here. 33 The few that point in the direction of my proposal will be discussed below. Paul is interpreted to undertake this behavior solely in order to win each person or group to the Christian gospel's propositional values, which he believes to be superior. For interpreters who subscribe to and by way of Paul promote that ideology, the justification of this deceptive tactic is apparently self-evident. As noted, the charges of inconsistency and moral dishonesty are treated as if benign, generally discussed without offering explanations sufficient to those who do not share this ideological perspective. In less generous terms, for example, expressed by those not inclined to defend Paul, or instead toward demonstrating his faults, he is portrayed to ape the behavior of each in order to trick everyone into mistakenly believing that the message he proclaims does not subvert the rational basis or convictional value of living in the particular way that each lives. In the case of non-Jews (idolaters or atheists), especially the lawless or weak, he appears to worship their gods, or alternatively, to oppose any gods, when he believes in neither of these propositions. In the case of Jews, when Paul conducts himself like a Jew when among Jews, he is "misleading" Jews into thinking that he is a Jew whose message upholds the propositional conviction that Torah-based behavior is 35 I am drawing on the work of Paul Gooch, but with some modifications, and a different name for the categories. Gooch describes this category as "ethical accommodation," that which is "concerned not with the truth or transmission of beliefs, but with behavior. It is practised whenever one adapts his pattern of living to the lifestyles of various groups, having his actions dictated by the situations and circumstances in which he finds himself" (Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 99 [emphasis mine]). Gooch places Paul in this category, and express the view that Paul has left Judaism and a Torah-defined way of life following his conversion to Christianity, in keeping with the prevailing views we have reviewed (107).
I do not find "ethical" helpful, since the behavior being described as duplicity is arguably not ethical but unethical, and "accommodation" has been used in ways that can confuse as much as clarify the issues, as his own discussion of the terminology demonstrates (Peter Richardson and Paul W. Gooch, "Accommodation Ethics," TynBul 29 [1978] : 89-93). 9/4/09 enjoined upon Jews by God, although he no longer shares that conviction. This policy obscures the fact that any Jews who valued Torah-observance enough for Paul to adopt it to gain their trust, would be, if they accepted his message, becoming members of a community characterized by the renunciation of Torah-faith, yet unbeknownst to them. It follows that if "converted," they too will adopt this chameleon-like expedient behavior thereafter on the same terms, i.e., only in order to trick other Jews. That creates a spiral of duplicity, with longrange deleterious results for their psychological and spiritual as well as social well-being should they remain "Christians" after finding out the truth.
In sharp contrast, one who adopts the lifestyle of another convinced of its superior value undertakes "convictional adaptation."
36 I am not aware of any interpretation of this passage that understands Paul to be describing convictional adaptation, and since he includes parties who uphold opposite propositional values, it would make little sense to do so.
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A third option for describing Paul's behavior is very different from either of the first two, focusing on his argumentative behavior, which can be undertaken without suggesting any adaptation of the lifestyles of others. Such "rhetorical adaptability" consists of varying one's speech to different audiences: reasoning from their premises, but not imitating their conduct in other ways. 38 In fact, to uphold the ideals to which the argument calls the audience, it is far more likely that the essential differences between the speaker's lifestyle and that of his or her audience are magnified. 36 Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 99, names this phenomenon "theological accommodation," and describes it as surrendering "some item or items of belief in order to be acceptable to some other party. What was formerly considered true is renounced and the other party's doctrine is substituted for it." According to Gooch, this could stretch from compromises on small matters of doctrine to achieve harmony to conversion to the doctrinal system of the other. I prefer to call this category convictional adaptation, because it is not merely imitating or mimicking the behavior of the target audience, but involves subscribing to their convictions for undertaking just such behavior, and not other kinds. 37 The exception to this would be cases of non-doctrinal practices… [Augustine/Ambrose issue is discussed in Rome SBL version of this paper…] But this does not apply to our case, since the issue is Torah/not-Torah, rather than rival interpretations of some halakhic practices, each based on Torah. 38 Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 99, describes this as "epistemological accommodation." Note that however unclear the parallel with language may be, Philo, QG 4.69, is about rhetorical behavior; cf. David Jacob Rudolph, "A Jew to the Jews: Jewish Contours of Pauline Flexibility in 1 Moreover, this approach approximates much more closely the topos of physicians and patients, of teachers and students, of parents and children, but highlights a very different dynamic with far-reaching implications for modeling the case. For regardless of how empathetically the instructor relates to the one he or she instructs, and regardless of the highest of motives at work, it is more likely that he or she will appeal to the differences in their lifestyles to exemplify or prove the value of the instruction being offered, rather than adopting the conduct of the student, which would often run contrary to the instructional objective.
I propose Paul's self-description here refers entirely to his evangelistic tactic of rhetorical adaptability, and did not include any level of lifestyle adaptability involving the 39 Ibid., 99, this is when "two parties operate with conceptual frameworks some distance apart and where one wishes to communicate with the other. The message needs to be accommodated to the epistemological conditions of the hearer, else it will be lost in ambiguity and misunderstanding." Philo was troubled by the implications of anthropomorphisms in Scripture, in particular, that they could be exploited to argue that God had a body. He thus explained that God's "coming down" to meet people in their weak state in the various forms in terms of rhetorical adaptability: these expressed God's way of communicating with humans by words and revelations within the confines of their human limitations; see Mitchell, "Pauline Accommodation," 205-8. Note also a pertinent rabbinic parallel in Pesikta de-Rab Kahana 12.24-25 (trans. William G. Braude and Israel J. Kapstein, pp. 223-4): "Moreover, said R. Jose bar R. Hanina, the Divine Word spoke to each and every person according to his particular capacity." Origen analogized God's condescension to that of philosophers toward youths just taking up the study, not bodily, but in terms of speech (Mitchell, "Pauline Accommodation," 210). 41 Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 104. 9/4/09 adoption of conduct representing his various audiences' convictional propositions. 42 He could undertake this argumentative tactic as a Jew faithfully observing Torah, even when speaking to lawless Jews, Jews upholding different halakhic standards, and non-Jews of any stripe. Thus
Paul's behavior was free of the duplicitous conduct which serves as the basis for the charges of moral dishonesty, inconsistency, and so on, that arise logically from the prevailing views.
Paul's Rhetorical Adaptability
In the midst of the discourse of chapters 8-10, in which 9:19-23 is embedded, Paul seeks to show his "knowledgeable" addressees in Corinth how he exemplifies the behavior to which he calls them. 43 The context for 9:20-23 begins with the comments in vv. Paul's tactic for convincing those who do not believe in Christ of the gospel message. He explains that this expresses a specific choice that he makes to be "enslaved" to all people without receiving payment for his proclamation of the gospel, even though theoretically free to choose to do otherwise, and therefore he expects to be rewarded.
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Earlier in the letter Paul explained how his instruction is limited by his audience's condition as "fleshly" or immature versus the way he would prefer to inform them as "spiritual" or mature (3:1). That this does not indicate Paul behaved in a fleshly or immature manner beyond the way he adapted his speech to them is readily evident to commentators.
That is also how teachers adapt their speech to students at various levels, how parents adapt their speech to children at various levels (even baby talking), and so on. But specifically in view is speech behavior, how one relates to others discursively, not how one behaves in terms of conducting themselves like students, or children. The teacher or parent wants the students or children to recognize the very different behavior of the teacher or parent; they seek to provoke emulation, not confirmation of an immature status quo (cf. 4:8-17). 46 One of the interesting things about this argument in 1 Corinthians 8-10 is that it was necessary for Paul to make it. It appears that when he taught among them he did not anticipate where their logic would lead, in the very unjewish direction of supposing that because of renouncing the reality of the gods to which idol rites were devoted they were thus free to eat idol food or even participate in idol rites. They probably reasoned that this demonstrated that they regarded idols as merely profane, and also maintained the relationships that complete avoidance of such rites and food or meals would compromise if not destroy, with deleterious results for themselves. If Paul had anticipated this line of reasoning, it would seem that this exchange would not arise, or he would approached it by appeal to his earlier teaching among them. As a Jew, he would reason and likely suppose any Christ-believer would thus reason that regardless of the proposition that these were not gods as non-Jews supposed, that these gods and the rites and thus food dedicated to them were nevertheless anathema for worshippers of the God of Israel as the only God. Thus even when Jews trivialized idols, they refrained from anything having to do with idolatry. As Paul represents the issue of marketplace food, the food is not designated idol food, but is rather assumed to be profane unless known to be otherwise (announcing this option implies that there was food available there that was not idolatrous; likewise it could be available at the home to which one might be invited). Rabbinic material is replete with discussions of the difference between interaction with things sold or used by idolaters and those which are specifically set apart to idols, the latter forbidden, while the former often permitted (cf. m.Aboda Zara 1. 47 For more discussion of the specifically polytheist orientation of the letter's message, see Nanos, "Polytheist Identity," esp. 203-9. 48 Ibid., 189-97, 200-2. 49 Paul approaching his addressees from their premises is evident throughout the letter, representing pastoral rather than evangelistic oriented rhetorical adaptability. Chadwick, "'All Things,'" 268, 275; Idem, Enigma of Paul, 12, 14, notes that 1 Cor 7:1-6 similarly begins by hypothetical agreement in principle that it is good for a man not to touch a woman, but moves to a different conclusion that the wife controls whether that is good or not for the husband; R. Longenecker, Paul, 230-44; Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 114, observes that Paul does demonstrate epistemological accommodation in this letter: "if they were to reflect on the very things that Paul reveals to them about himself, they would discover interesting examples of his accommodation towards them," and although he includes examples of ethical accommodation based on interpretations of passages with which I disagree, he also notes: "he is willing to agree with the starting points of various groups in Corinth in order to move them from their extremes of liberty or asceticism or enthusiasm." Cf. Jews, who do not believe idols represent gods never the less do not eat idol food as if profane, but flee from anything that is associated with idolatry, or pay the price for not doing so (10:1-23). In the end, the only food that can be eaten is food that they do not know to be idol related, and even if they are guests and informed that certain food has been offered to idols previously, they are not to eat it (10:14-33).
Paul thus moves them from non-Jewish premises, since they are not Jews, to very Israelites. We would have seen him instead becoming like a Jew, rhetorically, which would have been quite natural for him, since he was a Jew. Let us explore this matter in more detail.
The Issue of "Becoming Like"
One of the interesting facets of the prevailing lifestyle adaptability viewpoint is that it is supposed to be a straightforward explanation of Paul's tactic of how he "became as/like 50 Cf. Deut 32:17; Ps 95:5 LXX; 106:37; Isa 65:3, 11. 9/4/09
[ἐγενόμην…ὡς]" the other, or in the case of the "weak," simply that he "became" weak. 51 But "becoming as" (and all the more "becoming") someone from some group according to their relationship to Torah or law are not lexical equivalents to the notions expressed by the prevailing lifestyle adaptability interpretation. For "imitating," "mimicking," "pretending to be," "aping," and so on, are actually descriptions of merely adopting the outward behavioral conduct of the other, but not at the propositional level that behavior is designed to express.
Thus the prevailing views are not based on what Paul has written, which is not a general case, but specific, and revolves around the contrary behaviors to be expected among each of the referents named. Paul is not understood to have actually "become like" each of them, although this logical problem does not seem to be generally recognized.
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51 In short, this strikes me to be just another example of Paul's elliptical style and variation of language probably to be brief and get the readers/hearers attention, and thus that the missing ὡς should be understood to be implied, although it does not really effect my argument. Note too that the verb ἐγενόμην is missing for two of the four referents, but it is implied. See further discussion under referents. 52 Pace Given, Paul's True Rhetoric, 105-17. Although I appreciate the argument against interpretations that seek to protect Paul's integrity, on 111, after he concludes that Paul's "becoming like" signifies eating or otherwise behaving like each of the groups; nevertheless, Given's interpretation does not represent "the realm of being" rather than "that of seeming" anymore than do the viewpoints he criticizes (Glad in particular). On 112, Given uses "appearing as" synonymously with "becoming like." At the same time, I do not think that Given's reading need be far from the one I propose, if dropping acting like but keeping speaking like, for on 117 he concludes that Paul shapes his "insinuative rhetorical strategy similar to that imagined by Luke with respect to Jews and Gentiles." Gooch, "Ethics of Accommodation," 104-5, also argues that, "He [Paul] does not say he adopted the language of those within law or outside of it; he does not present himself as agreeing with the basic premises of Jew or the weak. Instead he claims that he has become as one of those he is trying to win: he has adopted, not terminology, but ways of behaving" (emphasis his). But Gooch is interpreting "becoming" in a certain way, as "behaving." That "becoming as" does not equate to ethical accommodation in behavior as in mimicking others is not apparently noticed. Since Paul cannot become opposites at the propositional level, i.e., he cannot observe Torah as a matter of covenant conviction and also discard Torah as a covenantal incumbent behavioral norm because he is with a different audience, for Torah by definition involves a way of life that maintains different behavior in the midst of the other nations to bear witness to God's righteousness. Paul can but only "mimic" their behavior in the way that Gooch, with the consensus, proposes, and thus is translating "becoming" into "mimicking" without an argument that this is what Paul must mean by it. There is no proof that Paul ever, e.g., ate like an idolater, or alternatively, that he ever ate contrary to Torah defined dietary norms. I am proposing herein that what Paul is doing in 1 Cor 8-10 is an example of the Socratic epistemology that he is in 9:19-23 identifying as his tactic. Glad, Paul, 259-60, reads this as "Paul's willingness to associate with all" (emphasis added). 9/4/09
For example, interpreters do not read Paul to mean he actually became "under law," however defined (e.g., a proselyte), 53 or "lawless," which if read as "wicked," to be discussed, is even more difficult to imagine than that he became a Jew. This last case, taken literally, would mean that Paul was not already a Jew, which he claims to have been, and still to be. Although many interpreters may work with the notion that Paul left behind Judaism and thus being a Jew in a religious sense, few claim that he left behind his ethnic identity as a Jew-albeit now defining him to be a "Christian," however described or labeled-even if it is not unusual to see 
An Example of Paul's Rhetorical Adaptability from Acts 17
In . 58 Commenting on 9:21, Chrysostom notes that others before him had already made the point: "But some say that he hints at his discourse with the Athenians from the inscription on the altar, and that so he saith, 'to them that are without law, as 56 Apparently from the Cretan poet Epimenides, and Paul's usage perhaps draws on criticism of some Cretans pointing to a tomb for Zeus to undermine his immortality, so that Paul may be playing off of a commonly known dispute about whether a statue undermines the reality of the deity to which it is built to point: Kirsopp Lake, "'Your Own Poets': Note XX," in 
Antisthenes on Odysseus as Polytrope
The tactic Paul describes can be compared to that of Odysseus as interpreted by 62 From the perspective I propose the dynamics are much more suggestive of similarity, although the frequent blending with topos such as that of the physician to patient, which are not the same as patient to patient, and discussions of motives rather than simply tactics, lead to an examination that must be carefully nuanced and critical of every example discussed.
The simplest way to interpret the opening line of the Odyssey, "Tell me, Muse, of the polytropic man," is to signify that he will wander on his journey home rather than taking a poiai plaseis). Homer has also adopted the word tropos with regard to the voice and variety of melodies, as in the case of the nightingale: "… changing (troposa) it over and over again, she pours forth her many-toned voice" (Odyssey 19.521). Therefore, if wise men are skilled in speaking and know how to express the same thought in many ways (kata pollous tropous), those who know many ways of expression concerning the same thing can rightly be called polutropoi.
The wise men are therefore also excellent men (hoi sophoi kai agathoi eisin). For this reason
Homer bestows upon Odysseus, as a wise man, the epithet polutropos: because he can speak with men in many ways. So it is also said that Pythagoras, having been invited to speak with children, used the language of children; in speaking with women, the language appropriate to women, in speaking with rulers, the language of rulers; in speaking with youths the language of youths. For it is a mark of wisdom to discover a form of wisdom appropriate to each person, and a mark of ignorance to use only one form (monotropo) of speech with dissimilar people. This is a specialty which also belongs to medicine, in a case that is well treated. For the care of the ill ought to be polutropos, because of various predispositions of the cured. Tropos is therefore that which changes, that which is variable in the human spirit. The multiplicity of the ways of speaking (polutropia logou) and the use of varied speech for various ears becomes a single type (monotropia) of speech. For one thing is appropriate for each person. Thus, that which is adapted to each person reduces variety of speech to one thing-that which is suitable for each person. But that which is uniform and unadapted to different ears renders a speech (which is rejected by many) polutropos, because it has been rejected by them.
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Antisthenes begins his appeal by reference to the fact that the context of Homer's language usage calls for a challenge to the prevailing interpretation of it because of the logical inconsistency it creates between Odysseus' words and the moral character of Odysseus that
Homer is otherwise seeking to communicate, which sets up a very close parallel to the problem under discussion about Paul's language. Antisthenes thus argued that this description of of speech ("tropes") to his various audiences ("poly") in order to persuade each of them in terms to which they could relate. He linked Odysseus' adaptability to that which was exemplified and taught by the austere Pythagoras, famed for his commitment to moral fidelity and truth, but who never the less recommended rhetorical adaptation to one's various audiences: the right word for the right person at the right time is the way of the wise. 71 The concern to match different verbal styles of rhetorical presentation to suit different character types to enhance persuasion became a focus of rhetorical theorists seeking to match various speaking styles to different famous orators.
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Antisthenes and his Odysseus became the heroes and models for the Cynics and Stoicsor the heroes and models to oppose-including in the matter of rhetorical adaptability.
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Diogenes Laertius writes that "of all the Socratics Antisthenes alone is praised by Theopompus, who says he had consummate skill and could by means of agreeable discourse win over whomsoever he pleased" (6.14; trans. Hicks). And Dio Chrysostom maintained that the philosopher must teach "sometimes by persuasion and exhortation, at other times by abuse and reproach, [hoping] he may rescue some from folly…taking them on one side on their own but also admonishing them together, whenever the opportunity arises, with gentle words at times, [and] Glad, "Paul and Adaptability," 21-22, 26, 28-29. idem, Paul and Philodemus, 273, notes that "By Paul's time versatility and charges of cunning focused both on behavior and speech; one could adapt both by conforming to different manners as well as being discriminating in speech. Discrimination in speech is already seen in Pythagoras' practice of teaching his disciples to speak to children in childlike terms, to women in womenlike terms. Such concerns are also present in the moralists' focus on character portrayal. Because of this, and in light of the intricate connection between the philosopher's sxema and logos, we should be careful not to focus solely on adaptation in behavior when explicating Paul's statements on adaptability." See also Reis, "Flip-Flop?," 10-12. 76 The similarities can be multiplied: There are similarities in word usage and conceptually. One to investigate is the philosophical level Antisthenes is here drawing on, which involves a Pythagorean tradition focused on the right word for each circumstance, which varies, and given that Paul is engaged in explaining the variable of the theoretical "good" in terms of food and eating, given variable factors and social circumstances, it may be productive to consider this topic at work in Paul's approach to his audience in Corinth. Odysseus is portrayed as the wise man who plays the fool, which is how Paul also describes himself in this letter, may also suggest further comparisons at work.
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The tradition of interpreting Odysseus in terms of rhetorical rather than lifestyle adaptability represents a minority position, to be sure. 79 Additional issues for discussing the lexical and exegetical elements, many discussed in the Excurses below on defining the referents, include:
and non-Jews.
Ethical issues that arise from each interpretive option:
A. Ethical misrepresenta tion arises from the prevailing views because Paul does not share the propositional values for adopting or not adopting Torah conduct in the company of these various groups, since such conduct is undertaken by those of each group for convictional reasons that are contrary to the convictional reasons of the other groups' conduct.
Lifestyle: Paul's lifestyle adaptability involves conduct that can be variously described as "mimicking," "imitating," "deceiving," "tricking, suggesting that they or someone has effected the addressees with an envious evil eye, are all cases discussed in Nanos, Irony of Galatians, and they are more in keeping with the physician topos. B. Ethical duplicity also arises from the prevailing views because the end result of undertaking the course to which Paul seeks to persuade is not evident to the one being persuaded, thus Paul has masked this implication by his own behavior when among them.
Lifestyle: On the one hand, non-Jews who are idolaters are not made aware that becoming Christ-believers in response to Paul's message will result in no longer behaving in the manner he has mimicked among them, but withdrawal from idol rites and idol food known to be associated with it, at least when observed by the "weak," however defined. This same consequence can be applied to many different referent categories. On the other hand, Jews, especially Torah-observant Jews are not made aware that becoming Christ-believers in response to Paul's message will result in no longer behaving in the manner he has mimicked among them, but withdrawal from Torah-observance as a way of life or faithful expression of covenant loyalty. To the degree that they continue to practice Torah "habits" this will represent a weak and immature expression of faithfulness to Christ. The exception for them will be in the case of mimicking other Torah-observant Jews in order to also dupe them in the same way, and thus a spiral of duplicity is generated.
This whole phenomenon is more reminiscent of a central negative value of the 9/4/09 deceiver who is the opposite of godliness, the serpent in the garden misrepresenting the outcome of eating the fruit, a strange parallel for the apostle upheld to be the quintessential proclaimer of the gospel of Christ. Does this policy represent the ideals of love?
Rhetorical: No such duplicity is involved, and thus no similar moral compromise. One would be led to a new set of perceptions and convictions and concomitant behavior, but that is all part of the conclusion of the argument made, which is understood to be undertaken to move one from a set of convictions to another set.
C. Ethical inconsistency or hypocrisy arises for the prevailing views because Paul changes his behavior as he switches from one group to another, but he seeks to mask this alternating behavior from each of them.
Lifestyle: This inconsistent or hypocritical behavior is defended to be in the service of a higher cause. But justifying the motives does not remove the problem. It does not demonstrate equality or fair play, or respect for free will. On the one hand, this approach reveals supersessionism and superiority at work, for seeking to justify it in this manner emphasizes that the other is not equally entitled to regard their cause as equal if not superior, and on the other hand, it does not respect their right to know that their own cause is being subverted instead of challenged outright, so that a defense can be mounted. It arrogantly presumes to be the all-knowing and all-caring physician, and the other to be the ignorant and misguided patient who needs to be tricked into the course that is best for them, even if, being revealed to them, it would be their choice to refuse the treatment.
Rhetorical:
None of these problems result; quite the contrary, each party has an opportunity to understand the message in their own terms, by one who represents in his lifestyle the propositions it upholds, and to challenge the arguments, if they so choose, or to proceed to be convinced by them, aware of the cost (to some degree, at least). Often the very different lifestyles of the speaker will be evident, even emphasized as such in order to illustrate the proposition for which he argues, as we often witness Paul doing. Paul is inconsistent to teach against proselyte conversion so emphatically in Galatians; he should only teach against it if done for the wrong reasons. For it would have been expedient to allow those in Galatia wishing to become proselytes to do so, and only to have challenged motives. He actually took the principled route of denying them what they wanted, risking losing them instead of gaining them, which seems to go against what he states here to be his policy, as usually understood. The Gentiles in his congregations would see occasional Torah-observance legitimated to be expedient and conclude that, since they cannot play the Jewish card, they are indeed in an inferior position because they have not become proselytes. This is precisely what I understood to have developed in Antioch as explained in Gal 2. Paul is the one who says that kind of tactical behavior is against the gospel, for it leads non-Jews to conclude that they must become Jews to have equal standing within this movement, that the supposed truth of the gospel that non-Jews are equal members of the people of God, children of Abraham apart from becoming members of Israel, is a lie. 86 E.g., in the logic of the prevailing interpretation of Gal 6:12, where Paul is understood to condemn the Jerusalem church representatives' motives, accusing them of putting expedience above principle and thus compromising the gospel by seeking to avoid to "suffer for the cross of Christ," unlike Paul (5:11; 6:17). 9/4/09 Rhetorical: Does not have these problems. Moreover, it actually eliminates a lot of problems and discussions about the tensions if not contradictions between this passage and texts such as Galatians 2.
Tactical and Practical issues:
A. Level of effectiveness: it is difficult to understand how Paul supposed that this tactic would succeed as it is developed in the prevailing views. , 705, raises this problem, specifically Paul "behaving as if he felt ambivalent about his ministry," although it is not clear to me that he solves it. Although Thiselton defines the impaired in ch. 8 as Christ-believers, he suggests non-Christ-believers to be the referent for the impaired in 9:22 ("Paul is speaking here of winning converts"), and emphasizes their socio-economic condition, which seemed to be his preferred option in ch. 8 also, but he also describes them as insecure or overscrupulous. 88 The prevailing views do not pay sufficient attention to the difference between food's intrinsic quality as good in Jewish interpretation, as created by God, but at the same time that it is not good to eat all of it simply because God has said so, that is, its purity or impurity valuation is imputed, not intrinsic. Paul argues similarly. See Nanos, "Polytheist Identity." 9/4/09 be a welcome result for his critics, and critics of Christianity. This is an ironic outcome for a Jewish investigator to support, and should not be understood to mean that I do not find any fault with Paul or his teachings, but it is faithful to what I find to be the most historically probable reading of this text.
C. This passage could be used as a warrant and guideline for how to conduct the evangelizing of Jews in addition to other people. Inter-faith dialogue also involves learning the premises and cultural world-view of the other, but for very different reasons. It seeks to understand the other on their own terms, and to successfully explain one's own premises and worldview in cross-culturally intelligible terms in order to advance mutual respect and beneficial relationships going forward. I cannot speak for the other people, certainly not for Christians, but I hope that in view of the history of Christian pronouncements about and policies and actions toward Jews, that such adaptability will be hermeneutically qualified as no longer warranted or reasonable in evangelistic but only in inter-faith dialogical terms. Jews have had more than enough opportunity to be made aware of Christian propositional truths, including by coercion, and have suffered enough for them, that it is no longer necessary or appropriate to evangelize Jews with the hope that they become Christians. Christianity is no longer Judaism, unlike the case was for Paul.
I welcome learning from the seminar members of any other implications I have not considered here.
Conclusion:
Since the earliest commentators on Paul, 1 Cor 9:19-23 has been explained in terms of lifestyle adaptability. Central to that interpretation is the overarching concept that Paul was no longer Torah observant to express covenant faithfulness, but rather that he taught indifference to and freedom from Torah (i.e., gentileness) as the norm for those who believe in Christ, I trust that this study will help to clarify just such matters, and offer a starting point for reconsideration of the meaning of Paul's language here and throughout this letter, as well as in
